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Benefits
• Decrease time to market by modeling an application one time and deploying it within or
across any environment.
• Save time and money by reducing the time you spend updating and maintaining manual
scripts, workflows, and blueprints.
• Freedom to use any environment by deploying to approximately 20 data center, private and
public cloud environments.
• Ensure cost efficient placement of workloads through built-in benchmarking tool.

Overview
The use of hybrid clouds is growing as organizations discover that
no single platform can satisfy the needs of all customers and their
applications. Cisco ONE™ Enterprise Cloud Suite contains four packages
that can be used either alone or in combination for a complete hybrid
cloud. If you need to deploy applications in hybrid cloud environments,
you need the Cisco ONE Cloud Management package.
The Cloud Management package provides the tools you need to deploy,
provision, and manage applications into 20 different data center, private
or public environments. It optimizes security, decreases delivery time
and effort for end users, and maintains application portability.
Start by modeling and deploying a single virtual machine, or manage multiple
complex multitier applications. When you need to enable a new cloud
provider, you don’t need to make any changes to the cloud-independent
profile. Simply enable and deploy the service. With the Cloud Management
package, your organization will experience the visibility, control, and security
required to manage hybrid environments as if it were one.

“CloudCenter allowed us to realize our vision of
creating application blueprints with a graphical
interface, and automating deployment thereby
taking the complexity out of a scalable cloud
environment.”

— Prakash Iyer

	Vice President, Software Architecture and Strategy Trimble Technologies

Next Steps
Every business is different. Your hybrid cloud journey should be
unique. The Cloud Management package of Cisco ONE Enterprise
Cloud Suite gives you the flexibility to focus on application
automation. Take the next step and visit http://www.cisco.com/c/
dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/data-center-virtualization/oneenterprise-suite/solution-overview-c22-737980.pdf.
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